The ParM ATPase from Escherichia coli plasmid R1 assembles into F-actin-like filaments which appear to push replicated copies of the plasmid to opposite ends of the cell, ensuring partitioning into daughter cells. Might bacterial chromosomes use a similar mitotic strategy for segregation?
R1 plasmid
The Mbl protein is related to MreB and also forms long helical bands, but these are distinct from those formed by MreB, with a different pitch, and mutations in mbl cause E. coli cells to become bent and twisted rather than rounded [2] . The ultimate determinant of cell shape in bacteria is the peptidoglycan cell wall [ What drives rapid migration of the origin region, and ultimately repositioning of the nucleoid? In light of the R1 work, a ParM-type mitotic apparatus that directs origin migration to a polar docking site could account for oriC movement, but this idea awaits experimental support. Another contributing force could be the polymerization process itself -a DNA polymerase complex strategically positioned at the center of the cell (as has been shown in E. coli and B. subtilis) could exude replicated DNA toward either pole [15] . Once the origin region is anchored at the pole, progressive re-condensation of the remainder of the chromosome could help pull sister nucleoids away from the midcell, explaining the contribution of condensation factors to nucleoid segregation [16] .
When oriC reaches the pole, by whatever mechanism, it presumably must be held there until after the cell divides to ensure segregation. Proteins similar to those used by plasmid partitioning systems may be involved in this function, at least in some bacteria Segregation of genetic information in bacteria has long been a black box, but dramatic new insights into the process are being generated thanks to advances in fluorescence microscopy that allow the visualization and tracking of proteins and DNA sites within bacterial cells. We now have a good idea how at least one plasmid gets where it needs to go -can the chromosome be far behind?
